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Pregnant women and their fetuses are orphan populations 
with respect to the safety and efficacy of drugs. Recent statis-
tics indicate that 64% of pregnant women ingest at least one 
medication for the treatment of a variety of clinical conditions, 
including viral (e.g., HIV), fungal, or bacterial infections, smok-
ing cessation, epilepsy, or pregnancy-induced conditions 
such as hypertension, depression, and diabetes.1,2 For the 
large majority of drugs used during pregnancy, there is lim-
ited or no information available regarding whether pregnant 
women have altered pharmacokinetics or dosage require-
ment.3 Therefore, prescription drugs are routinely used off-
label during pregnancy, i.e., without the necessary clinical 
data about the dose, maternal– fetal pharmacokinetics (PK), 
or efficacy of the drug in pregnant women. Determining the 
magnitude of change in PK caused by pregnancy is impor-
tant to design evidence-based dosing regimen of drugs for 
pregnant women.

To avoid surveying all the drugs consumed by pregnant 
women, one can study the magnitude of changes, induced by 
various stages of pregnancy, in the processes of drug absorption 
(e.g., gastric pH, transporters), distribution (e.g., plasma protein 
binding and transporters), metabolism (e.g.,  cytochrome P450 
(CYP) metabolism), and excretion (e.g., renal secretion via 
transporters) (ADME) of drugs. Specifically, the rate of absorp-
tion of drugs does not appear to be altered to a significant 
extent in pregnant women, as suggested by similar antepartum 
vs. postpartum/nonpregnant Tmax values and none-to-modest 
changes in the half-lives of drugs.4–6 However, the extent of 

presystemic elimination might be greater or lower, depending 
on the contributing pathway of elimination (e.g., CYPs or trans-
porters), which then results in a lower (more likely) or higher 
peak plasma concentration (Cmax) in this population. Increased 
plasma volume and decreased plasma protein binding can 
alter the apparent volume of distribution (Vd) of drugs. Through 
changes in Vd and clearance, pregnancy can cause increases 
or decreases in the terminal elimination half-life of drugs. The 
renal excretion of unchanged drugs is increased during preg-
nancy due to increased glomerular filtration rate and also pos-
sibly increased renal secretion via transporters.7 On the other 
hand, the change in maternal hepatic enzyme activity is CYP 
isoform specific. Several groups have used model (probe) 
drugs that report CYP enzyme activities to delineate the mag-
nitude of change in activity of major CYP enzymes, mostly 
during the third trimester (e.g., caffeine for CYP1A2, midazo-
lam (MDZ) for CYP3A, metoprolol for CYP2D6, and phenytoin 
for CYP2C9).7 However, this approach has limitations in that 
some probe drugs (e.g., MDZ) cannot be safely and logistically 
administered to pregnant women during early gestational age 
if they are not of therapeutic benefit to the woman.

In consideration of the ethical and logistical barrier to 
include pregnant women in clinical trials, physiologically based 
pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modeling and simulation based on 
mechanistic studies have begun to gain attention as a prom-
ising approach to predict drug disposition in this population.8,9 
Under the overarching umbrella of “systems pharmacology,” 
PBPK modeling has the advantage of incorporating both 
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physiological parameters that are important for ADME pro-
cesses and drug-specific parameters (e.g., physico-chemi-
cal and drug disposition characteristics) into a quantitative 
predictive model8,10 and has been used in drug development 
and regulatory review.11 In comparison to a static approach, 
a dynamic approach, i.e., PBPK modeling has added ben-
efits in that it can (i) handle drugs with nonlinear kinetics 
(e.g., indinavir, IDV), (ii) quantitatively predict Cmax and trough 
plasma concentration (Cmin), which are sometimes correlated 
with the pharmacodynamic effects (safey/efficacy) of drugs, 
(iii) make it possible to predict, in the future, time-dependent 
fetal drug exposure; and (iv) provide an integrative platform 
to evaluate drug dosing regimens for pregnant women as the 
only required input is drug-specific parameters.

Despite the advantages of PBPK models outlined above, 
until recently, no model existed that allowed prediction of 
maternal–fetal disposition of drugs that is drug- and gesta-
tional age-independent. Abduljalil et al. and Lu et al. recently 
proposed a maternal PBPK model, incorporating known 
physiological parameters and maternal hepatic CYP activity 
in each trimester.12–14 Changes in these CYP activities were 
described based on urinary metabolic ratio (UR) of dex-
tromethorphan (DEX: CYP3A and 2D6) and salivary caffeine 
clearance (CYP1A2). Although DEX UR is an acceptable 
measure of CYP2D6/3A for the nonpregnant population, it 
is not an adequate measure of these activities in the pres-
ence of CYP induction such as during pregnancy.15 This is 
because metabolic ratios are known to be dependent on 
changes in the renal function,16 which is likely to be induced 
during pregnancy alongside any induction of CYP2D6 and 
3A. Therefore, we replaced the third trimester (T3) DEX 
data with more reliable CYP3A activity data based on oral 

clearance of the validated probe drug, MDZ.4 However, the 
use of MDZ is also complicated by the fact that it reflects a 
combination of both hepatic and intestinal CYP3A activity. 
The site (hepatic, intestinal, or both) of CYP3A induction dur-
ing pregnancy is expected to have differential impact on the 
bioavailability and disposition of various orally administered 
drugs which are metabolized by CYP3A. For example, if only 
intestinal CYP3A is induced during pregnancy, then only the 
disposition of those drugs significantly extracted by the intes-
tine will be affected (i.e., low-intermediate intestinal bioavail-
ability, Fg). By contrast, if hepatic CYP3A activity is induced, 
the disposition of all CYP3A drugs will be affected by preg-
nancy due to increased metabolic clearance and decreased 
hepatic bioavailability (Fh). However, the site of CYP3A 
induction cannot be inferred from in vivo studies in pregnant 
women due to the fact that almost all PK studies conducted 
in this population are conducted after oral dosing.

The aims of our study were twofold: first, to test whether the 
refined PBPK model populated with CYP3A activity change 
based on oral clearance of MDZ could accurately predict the 
T3 disposition of other CYP3A-metabolized drugs, namely 
nifedipine (NIF) and IDV. Second, to use PBPK modeling to 
discern the site of CYP3A induction in pregnancy. This was 
possible because the drugs included in the verification set, 
MDZ, NIF, and IDV are associated with different extent of 
CYP3A metabolism in the intestine and the liver.

ReSuLtS
Midazolam
The disposition kinetics of MDZ following a single oral dose of 
2 mg was evaluated in 13 women during T3 and postpartum.4 

Figure 1 Comparison of observed and predicted plasma concentration–time profiles of midazolam and nifedipine. (a) Simulated and ob-
served plasma concentration-time profiles of midazolam (MDZ) after a single oral dose of 2 mg during third trimester (T3) and postpartum 
(PP). The solid black line represents predicted mean postpartum profile. The gray dashed line represents predicted mean T3 profile using 
initial model based on dextromethorphan urinary metabolic ratio data, and the black dashed line represents predicted mean T3 profile using 
the refined model based on MDZ oral clearance data. Mean observed data4 are overlaid (filled circles: postpartum profile; closed circles: 
T3 profile). Error bars represent SD. In the inset, predicted and observed pharmacokinetics (PK) profiles are plotted on a logarithmic scale. 
(b) Simulated and observed plasma concentration-time profiles of nifedipine at steady state (10 mg p.o. q.i.d.) during third trimester (T3) 
and postpartum (PP). The solid black line represents predicted mean postpartum profile. The gray dashed line represents predicted mean 
T3 profile using the initial model, and the black dashed line represents predicted mean T3 profile using the refined model. Mean observed 
data are overlaid (filled circles: historical control profile taken from refs. 18,32–34; closed circles: T3 profile taken from ref. 17. Error bars 
represent SD. In the inset, predicted and observed PK profiles are plotted on a logarithmic scale.
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The initial model based on DEX data,12 predicted mean area 
under the curve (AUC) ratio (AUCR, PP:T3) of 1.6, mean 
Cmax ratio (PP:T3) of 1.8, and mean Cmin ratio (PP:T3) of 1.6, 
whereas the observed ratios were 1.9,1.5, and 2.7, respec-
tively  (Figure 1a).4 The initial model prediction of AUCR 
(PP:T3) and Cmax ratio (PP:T3), but not Cmin ratio (PP:T3), passed 
the predefined verification criterion (0.80≤pred./obs.≤1.25, 
described in Methods section) (Figure 2). On the basis of 
the reported change in 1′-hydroxymidazolam unbound forma-
tion clearance assessed during T3 and postpartum,4 the initial 
model was refined to account for 99% induction of hepatic 3A 
activity during T3. The refined model-predicted mean AUCR 
(PP:T3) of 2.3, mean Cmax ratio (PP:T3) of 2.3, and mean 
Cmin ratio (PP:T3) of 2.3 (Figure 1a). Prediction of AUCR 
(PP:T3) and Cmin ratio (PP:T3) passed the verification criterion 

 (Figure 2). However, the refined model failed the verification 
 criterion when predicting Cmax ratio (PP:T3) (Figure 2).

Nifedipine
Prevost et al. studied steady-state NIF disposition (10 mg p.o. 
q.i.d.) during T3 in 15 pregnant women with  pregnancy-induced 
hypertension.17 PK assessment was not conducted in the 
same group of subjects during postpartum as NIF treatment 
was discontinued after delivery. When comparing to historical 
control data,18 mean oral clearance at steady state in preg-
nant women was almost doubled (145.7 l/h vs. 74.4 l/h). The 
initial model (based on DEX data)12,13 predicted mean steady-
state AUCR (PP:T3) of 1.3, Cmax ratio (PP:T3) of 1.5, and Cmin 
ratio (PP:T3) of 1.3, whereas the observed ratios were 2.0, 
1.8, and 3.1, respectively (Figure 1b). Moreover, the initial 

Figure 2 Comparison of initial (based on dextromethorphan data) vs. refined (based on MDZ data) model performance as gauged 
by predicted (pred.)/observed (obs.) ratio of mean area under the curve ratio (AUCR) (PP:T3), mean peak plasma concentration (Cmax) 
ratio (PP:T3), and mean trough plasma concentration (Cmin) ratio (PP:T3). (a) The gray bars represent predicted AUCR, Cmax ratio, and 
Cmin ratio using the initial model and the black bars represent predicted AUCR, Cmax ratio, and Cmin ratio using the refined model. The 
white bars represent observed AUCR, Cmax ratio, and Cmin ratio. (b) The gray bars represent pred./obs. ratio using the initial model and 
the black bars represent pred./obs. ratio using the refined model. The dashed gray lines bracket the range of values that fall within the 
verification criterion. Midazolam (MDZ): observed mean AUCR, Cmax ratio, and Cmin ratio (sample taken at last time-point) calculated from  
ref. 4. Nifedipine: observed mean AUCR, Cmax ratio, and Cmin ratio calculated from mean T3 AUC0-tau, Cmax, and Cmin from ref. 17, and 
weighted mean AUC0-tau, Cmax, and Cmin in nonpregnant historical controls from refs. 18,32–34. Indinavir: observed mean AUCR, Cmax 
ratio, and Cmin ratio extracted from ref. 5.
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model failed the verification criterion for AUCR and Cmin ratio 
(Figure 2). The refined model (based on MDZ data) predicted 
mean steady-state AUCR of 2.1, Cmax ratio of 2.1, and Cmin 
ratio of 2.4. With the exception of Cmin ratio, the rest of the pre-
dictions passed the verification criterion (Figure 1b and 2).

Indinavir
We first constructed a “drug file” for IDV within Simcyp and 
populated the simulator with necessary drug-specific param-
eters for IDV (table 1). Then, the constructed PBPK model was 
verified against the disposition kinetics following the adminis-
tration of a tracer dose of 16 mg IDV via 30-min intravenous 
(i.v.) infusion to nonpregnant healthy volunteers.19 Predicted 
population mean AUC0–24 h, Cmax, and Cmin values reasonably 
matched observed mean values (Figure 3a). The IDV model, 
accounting for CYP3A saturation at both hepatic and intesti-
nal levels (described in Methods section), predicted dispropor-
tional increase in AUC (3.0-fold predicted vs. 3.2-fold observed) 
following a single oral dose of 800 mg vs. 400 mg in nonpreg-
nant healthy volunteers (Figure 3b). Taken together, with the 
exception of Cmax following 400 mg p.o. dose and Cmin follow-
ing 800 mg p.o. dose, the model-predicted AUC, Cmax, and Cmin, 
 following either i.v. dosing or p.o. dosing in nonpregnant healthy 
volunteers passed verification criterion.

These parameters were then used in conjunction with 
the pregnancy PBPK model to replicate the study reported 
by Unadkat et al.5 In this report, the disposition of IDV in 15 
HIV-infected women receiving IDV (800 mg every 8 h) plus 
zidovudine plus lamivudine was assessed during T3 and post-
partum. The initial PBPK model12–14 predicted mean AUCR 
(PP:T3) of 1.8, mean Cmax ratio (PP:T3) of 1.6, and mean Cmin 

ratio (PP:T3) of 2.3, as compared with the observed values of 
3.1, 2.1, and 6.3, respectively5 (Figure 3c). The initial model 
(based on DEX data) did not pass the verification criterion for 
AUCR, Cmax, and Cmin ratio (Figure 2). However, the refined 
model (based on MDZ data) predicted mean AUCR (PP:T3) 
of 2.6, mean Cmax ratio (PP:T3) of 1.9, and mean Cmin ratio 
(PP:T3) of 3.4  (Figure 3c). With the exception of Cmin ratio, the 

table 1 Summary of indinavir drug-dependent parameters

Parameter Value Method/reference

Molecular weight 613.79 a

Log Po:w 2.0 Optimizedg

pKa 5.90, 3.70 a

B/P ratio 0.84 b

fu,p 0.36 c,e

Fa 0.8 d,e

ka (h
−1) 1.8 b

Fg 0.98 Predicted by ADAM model, 
reported Fg is 0.93c

Papp MDCK (10–6 cm/s) 1.9 b

Predicted Vss (l/kg) 1.29 ~0.85 l/kgg

CLiv ( l/h) 77.3 f

CLr (l/h) 8.6 d,e,f

CLint,u (μl/min/mg) 582 b

KmCYP3A (umol/l) 0.2 Sensitivity analysis, in vitro value 
obtained in HLM is 0.1 μmol/lb

VmaxCYP3A  
(pmol/min/mg protein)

116.4 Calculated by taking the product 
of CLint,u and KmCYP3A

HLM, human liver microsomes.
aLiterature value.40  bLiterature value.37  cLiterature value.29  dLiterature value.35  
eProduct label for CRIXIVAN.41  fLiterature value.19  gLog Po:w was optimized 
through manual sensitivity analysis in the reported range of 1.5–3.036 to 
match predicted Vss (=1.29 l/kg) to reported Vss (=0.85 l/kg) estimated from 
intravenous (i.v.) pharmacokinetics data19 using Phoenix WinNonlin version 
6.2, and to match predicted peak plasma concentration (Cmax) to reported Cmax 
following i.v. infusion.19
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model-predicted AUCR and Cmax ratio met verification crite-
rion (Figure 2).

Sensitivity analysis
To gain additional insights into the site of CYP3A induction 
during pregnancy, we conducted a sensitivity analysis to 
assess the relative contribution of induction of hepatic and 
intestinal CYP3A activity towards changes in MDZ, NIF, or 
IDV AUC by varying CYP3A induction in the range of 0–200% 
in each organ (described in Methods section). As expected, 
90–100% increase in hepatic CYP3A activity alone could 
universally explain the T3-induced AUCR (PP:T3) for all three 
CYP3A substrates (Figure 4). On the other hand, induction 
of intestinal CYP3A alone, by as much as 200%, could not 
explain the AUCR (PP:T3) for all three CYP3A substrates. 
Simultaneous induction of hepatic 3A (40–50%) and intesti-
nal 3A (40–100%) could explain the AUCR (PP:T3) for MDZ 
and NIF, but underpredicted AUCR (PP:T3) of IDV (pred./obs. 
ratio < 0.80). One hundred percent induction of hepatic 3A 
and 50% induction of intestinal 3A could explain the AUCR 
(PP:T3) of IDV, but overpredicted the AUCR (PP:T3) of MDZ 
or NIF (pred./obs. ratio > 1.25).

DIScuSSION

This study describes the use of a PBPK modeling approach 
for evaluating the effect of pregnancy on system-dependent 
parameters that are critical for ADME of CYP3A-eliminated 
compounds. Three clinically used model drugs, MDZ, NIF, 
and IDV, are either exclusively (fm, CYP3A = 92% for MDZ and 
99% for NIF) or predominantly (85% for IDV) eliminated by 
CYP3A. The disposition kinetics are well characterized in the 
nonpregnant population, and well-designed clinical PK stud-
ies in pregnant women are readily available in the literature 
to allow comparison to model predictions. The main objective 
of PBPK simulations was to determine if the refined PBPK 

model, populated with CYP3A activity change based on probe 
drug study (MDZ), accurately predicts T3-induced change in 
the disposition of other CYP3A-metabolized drugs, NIF and 
IDV. To our knowledge, data on PK of other drugs studied 
during pregnancy are for those that are not predominately 
metabolized by CYP3A enzymes, or if they are, their PK is 
complicated by mechanism-based inactivation of CYP3A 
enzymes (e.g., ritonavir/lopinavir/atazanavir).

Verification of our refined PBPK model was based on AUC 
because achieving equivalent drug exposure in pregnant and 
nonpregnant women was our primary focus. In addition, pre-
diction of Cmax and Cmin, were considered because achieving 
similar drug Cmax and Cmin may be important for some drugs in 
which these measures are related to drug efficacy and/or tox-
icity. In the absence of proper guidance, we arbitrarily chose 
criterion of PK bioequivalence to assess if the predicted 
exposure measures (PP:T3) fall between 80% and 125% of 
the observed value, i.e., 0.80≤pred/obs≤1.25.

The initial model was built on the Tracy et al. study that 
reported that relative to postpartum, maternal hepatic 
CYP3A4 activity increased by 35, 35, and 38% during first, 
second, and third trimesters, respectively.20 These changes 
in enzyme activity during pregnancy were based on urinary 
parent/metabolite ratios (UR) of DEX, an indirect marker of 
enzyme activity.16 Deconvolution of intrinsic hepatic clearance 
from UR is possible, however, this requires the assumption of 
the change in renal clearance of DEX during pregnancy.12 
Indeed, as discussed earlier, further simulation results using 
MDZ as the model CYP3A drug confirmed the speculation 
that the magnitude of 3A induction during T3, from the report 
by Tracy et al., was significantly underestimated (Figure 2).

Before evaluating the performance of the refined PBPK 
model in the pregnant population, we ensured that the drug 
disposition of MDZ, NIF, and IDV was adequately described 
in the nonpregnant population. Simulations using MDZ and 
NIF drug file provided in Simcyp in nonpregnant healthy vol-
unteers showed comparable PK profiles with the observed 
data as gauged by visual inspection, obtained in either non-
pregnant healthy or postpartum subjects (Figure 1). For IDV, 
we established a drug file that captured the nonlinearity of its 
disposition as was observed in nonpregnant healthy subjects 
(see Discussion below). Overall, the initial model systemati-
cally underpredicted the AUCR for three drugs but the refined 
model did not. From a model validation perspective, MDZ 
might be best described as a model training compound. How-
ever, because the PBPK model accounted for altered mater-
nal physiology (renal function, plasma protein binding, blood 
flow, etc), in addition to CYP activity changes, MDZ prediction 
could still be viewed as verifications of the above-mentioned, 
system-dependent variables. MDZ C

max ratio (PP:T3) obtained 
using the refined model did not pass verification criterion 
 (Figures 1a and 2). This could be due to the model assump-
tion of no significant change in the rate of drug absorption or 
time lag. For the Cmin ratio (PP:T3), the refined model notice-
ably improved the model predictions for all three drugs, despite 
the fact that NIF and IDV Cmin ratio (PP:T3) predictions did not 
meet verification criterion. Because Cmax prediction for all three 
compounds met verification criterion (except for MDZ T3 Cmax), 
it is possible that inadequate prediction of tissue distribution 
(hence the t1/2 of drugs) resulted in inadequate prediction of 

Figure 3 Comparison of observed and predicted plasma 
 concentration–time profiles of indinavir. (a) Simulated and observed 
plasma concentration–time profiles of indinavir (IDV) after an intra-
venous (i.v.) dose of 16 mg administered to nonpregnant healthy 
volunteers (M = 6, F = 6). The black solid line represents predicted 
mean profile following an i.v. dose of 16 mg. Mean observed data19 
are overlaid. In the inset, predicted and observed PK profiles are 
plotted on a logarithmic scale. (b) Simulated and observed plasma 
concentration–time profiles of IDV after administration of a single 
oral dose of 400 mg or 800 mg to nonpregnant healthy volunteers (M 
= 6, F = 6). The black solid line represents predicted mean profile fol-
lowing 800 mg p.o. dose. The black dashed line represents predicted 
mean profile following 400 mg p.o. dose. Mean observed data19 are 
overlaid (filled circles: 800 mg p.o. dose profile; open circles: 400 mg 
p.o. dose profile). In the inset, predicted and observed PK profiles are 
plotted on a logarithmic scale. (c) Simulated and observed plasma 
concentration–time profiles of IDV following 800 mg q8h p.o. dose 
administered during third trimester (T3) and postpartum (PP). The 
black solid line represents predicted mean profile during postpartum. 
The gray dashed line represents predicted mean T3 profile using the 
initial model and the black dashed line represents predicted mean 
profile during T3 using the refined model. Mean observed data5 are 
overlaid (filled circles: postpartum profile; open circles: T3 profile). 
Considerable inter-individual variability in trough plasma concentra-
tion of IDV was observed across the 15 patients, and for clarification, 
the observed variability in the data is omitted. In the inset, predicted 
and observed PK profiles are plotted on a logarithmic scale.
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Cmin. Overall, the refined model was found to be superior to the 
initial model in predicting pregnancy-induced systemic expo-
sure changes of drugs primarily metabolized by CYP3A.

At first sight, the marked magnitude of effect of T3 on IDV 
AUC (~200% change or 3.1-fold PP:T3) is surprising since 
we observed only a ~100% increase in CYP3A activity as 
measured by oral MDZ clearance. However, on closer exami-
nation, this difference can be completely explained by the 
nonlinear PK of IDV caused by saturation of CYP3A metab-
olism. To test this hypothesis, we constructed and qualified 
a “drug file” for IDV within Simcyp. Then, this drug file was 
applied to the refined PBPK model, and the resulting pre-
dicted PK parameters, including AUC and Cmax, during T3 and 
postpartum met verification criterion. However, the predicted 
mean IDV Cmin ratio (PP:T3) was considerably lower than the 
observed ratio. We suspect that the large inter-individual vari-
ability in the observed Cmin (reported geometric mean (95% 
confidence interval) Cmin ratio of 3.80 (1.03, 13.99)) contrib-
uted to the discrepancy between predicted and observed val-
ues.5 The discrepancy between the predicted and observed 

mean postpartum profiles (Figure 3c) may also be due to the 
fact that the observed postpartum AUC0–8 h (23.8 ± 11.8 mg/l 
× h) is 27% higher than reported AUC0–8 h in nonpregnant 
HIV-positive female subjects (18.7 ± 9.0 mg/l × h).5 By con-
trast, the predicted postpartum AUC0–8 h (16.7 mg/l × h) is in 
good agreement with the reported AUC0–8 h in nonpregnant 
HIV-positive female subjects. This IDV case study illustrates 
two advantages of PBPK modeling. First, the capability of 
simultaneously considering the impact of concentration-
dependent metabolism, changes in volume of distribution, 
and induction of CYP enzymes in prediction of disposition 
of drugs; and second, the separation of drug and system-
dependent variables.10 In the absence of information on non-
linear PK of IDV (drug dependent), one would not be able 
to correctly predict the change in IDV exposure in pregnant 
women during T3 from MDZ and NIF T3 data (~100% increase 
in hepatic CYP3A activity, system dependent).

The placental–fetal component of this model is considered 
as a peripheral compartment and may affect the overall drug 
disposition in the pregnant woman. As expected, given the 
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Figure 4 Changes in midazolam, nifedipine, and indinavir area under the curve ratio (AUCR) (AUCPP/AUCT3) as a function of hepatic and intes-
tinal CYP3A activity induction during pregnancy. Observed mean AUCR is represented by horizontal plane in dark gray. Two horizontal planes in 
light gray show AUCR range between 80% and 120% of observed mean AUCR. Arrows indicate the intersections corresponding to 100% increase 
in hepatic CYP3A activity, 200% increase in intestinal CYP3A and simultaneous induction of hepatic 3A (50%) and intestinal 3A (50%). Figures 
were generated using SigmaPlot (Version 12.0, San Jose, CA).
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small size of the placental–fetal unit, the presence or absence 
of this unit did not alter maternal PK of the three model drugs 
(contributed to <2% change in AUC). A more mechanistic fetal 
model describing maternal–fetal transfer and fetal disposition 
requires extensive fetus physiology (system dependent) data, 
some of which are not available. Such a comprehensive fetal 
model could be incorporated into this PBPK model in the future 
to predict fetal exposure to drugs. However, as has been docu-
mented by us and others, unless there is extensive distribution 
or irreversible clearance of the drugs from the fetal compart-
ment (unlikely because of the smaller size of the fetal organs 
and lower abundance of metabolizing enzymes), incorpora-
tion of a comprehensive fetal model is unlikely to significantly 
affect the PK of drugs in the maternal compartment.21,22

For drugs predominantly cleared by CYP3A, the site (hepatic, 
intestinal, or both) of CYP3A induction during pregnancy is 
expected to have differential impact on AUCR (PP:T3), as the 
latter is determined by CYP3A activity (i.e., CLint) change in 
each organ, fraction metabolized by CYP3A (fm, CYP3A), and 
basal intestinal extraction (1-Fg).

23 The vastly different intesti-
nal extraction of MDZ (Fg = 0.51), NIF (Fg = 0.73), and IDV (Fg 
= 0.93) (tables 1 and 2) allowed us to assess, through a sen-
sitivity analysis, the relative impact of hepatic vs. intestinal 3A 
induction on AUCR (PP:T3). Although, without experimental 

verification we cannot completely exclude the possibility that a 
certain combination of hepatic and intestinal activity induction 
can also explain the observed change in AUCR, our sensitivity 
analysis suggests that the observed change in systemic expo-
sure was mostly driven by an induction of hepatic 3A activity, 
with modest to little contribution from intestinal 3A induction 
(Figure 4). On the basis of this finding, and our observation 
that hepatic, but not intestinal, luciferase activity is increased 
by pregnancy in the CYP3A4-promoter-luciferase transgenic 
mice,24 we propose that human pregnancy induces hepatic, 
and not intestinal, CYP3A activity. This conclusion needs to 
be supported by definitive studies such as i.v. and oral admin-
istration of MDZ during T3. The underlying mechanism for this 
hepatic CYP3A induction during pregnancy remains unknown. 
It is possibly due to rising concentrations of various hormones 
in maternal blood, including placental growth hormone, pro-
gesterone, corticosteroids, and estrogens.25

Ethical issues are important when conducting drug stud-
ies in pregnant women. Hence, in silico methods offer a great 
promise for leveraging existing knowledge to better plan and 
conduct studies in pregnant women. Per a US Food and Drug 
Administration guidance, “in single-dose trials, the same adult 
dose usually can be administered to all women in the trial” and 
“the dosage regimen can be adjusted based on the best avail-
able pretrial estimates of the pharmacokinetics of the drug 
and its active metabolites and what is known about drug elimi-
nation”26. To arrive at rational pretrial estimates, one can use 
the modeling and simulation approach to simulate systemic 
exposure of approved drugs in the three trimesters and post-
partum, and based on this, one can optimize design of “first 
in pregnancy” PK study including prioritizing study period and 
dosage selection. As compared with conventional compart-
mental models, PBPK offers added advantages in trial simula-
tion supporting “first in pregnancy” PK studies. The established 
PBPK model captures changes in system-dependent param-
eters and describes tissue distribution of drug molecule in 
much greater details. The latter may play a vital role in study 
design because one may be interested in tissue exposure 
or unbound plasma exposure of the approved drug in preg-
nant women. These exposure measures are more relevant to 
dosage adjustment (if any) than in the measurement of total 
plasma concentration of a drug.

cONcLuSION

With a thorough knowledge and understanding of drug-depen-
dent parameters, combined with system parameters describing 
physiological and biological changes in the pregnant popula-
tion, the proposed PBPK approach is capable of quantitatively 
predicting disposition of CYP3A substrate drugs during T

3. At 
present, verification of the model for predicting drug PK during 
earlier trimesters is not possible due to the lack of reliable probe 
drug studies during these periods. However, CYP3A induction 
in human hepatocytes incubated with pregnancy-related hor-
mones at their unbound plasma concentrations observed dur-
ing T3 is virtually identical to that observed in vivo.27 Therefore, 
CYP3A induction in hepatocytes incubated with pregnancy-
related hormones at unbound plasma concentrations observed 
during T1 and T2 may be able to fill this knowledge gap. Future 

table 2 Summary of MDZ and NIF drug-dependent parameters

Parameter MDZ value
Method/
reference NIF value

Method/
reference

Molecular  
weight

325.8 Librarya 346.3 Library

Log Po:w 3.13 Optimizedb 2.53 Optimizedf

pKa 10.95,6.2 Library 2.82 Library

B/P ratio 0.663 Library 0.73 Library

fu,p 0.032 Library 0.04 Library

Fa 0.88 Library 0.88 Library

ka (h
−1) 2.5 Parameter 

estimationc
1.91 Parameter 

estimationg

Fg 0.58 Predicted by  
Qgut modeld

0.69 Predicted by  
Qgut modelh

Predicted  
Vss (l/kg)

1.49 Reported  
Vss is 1.1e

0.60 Reported value is 
~ 0.79f

CLiv (l/h) 23.0 Library 33.3 Library

CLr (l/h) 0.085 Library 0.0 Library

CLint,u (l/h) 1672.3 Library 938.5 Library

MDZ, midazolam; NIF, nifedipine.
aRefers to Simcyp compound library (version 10). bOptimized through manual 
sensitivity analysis in the range of 3.0–4.0 to match predicted Vss (=1.49 l/kg) to 
reported Vss (=1.1 l/kg, range 0.76–1.86 l/kg)28,30,31 and predicted peak plasma 
concentration (Cmax) to reported Cmax following intravenous (i.v.) infusion30,31; 
experimentally determined Log Po:w value is 3.53 (Simcyp compound 
library). cParameter estimation of ka (i.e., by fitting the physiologically based 
pharmacokinetic model to the observed data) in the range of reported values 
of 1.2–4.2/h37,38 using “maximum likelihood” algorithm, to match the absorption 
kinetics from selected clinical studies conducted in nonpregnant or postpartum 
subjects4,30,31. dReported Fg ranges from 0.32 to 0.87 with an average of 0.5130–

31,39. eExtracted from ref. 28. fOptimized through manual sensitivity analysis to 
match predicted Vss (=0.60 l/kg) to reported Vss value of 0.79 (l/kg)28 in literature 
and predicted Cmax to reported Cmax following i.v. infusion18; experimentally 
determined Log Po:w value is 2.69 (Simcyp compound library). gParameter 
estimation of ka in Simcyp using “maximum likelihood” algorithm, to match the 
absorption kinetics from selected clinical studies conducted in nonpregnant 
subjects.18,32–34 hReported Fg value in literature is 0.73.29
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expansion of the refined PBPK model could also include incor-
porating variability in the predicted drug exposure measures 
when necessary data on the variability (and covariance) in the 
system- and drug-dependent parameters are better defined. 
As described in this study for CYP3A substrate drugs, PBPK 
prediction of the disposition of drugs cleared by other major 
CYPs, including CYP1A2, CYP2D6, CYP2B6, and CYP2C9, 
based on probe drug studies, are currently in progress. Once 
completed, it should be possible to use the predictive model, 
prior to clinical investigations, to evaluate different dosing regi-
mens in pregnant women for drugs cleared primarily via single 
or mixed CYP metabolism.

MethODS

General pregnancy PBPK model structure and verification 
methodology. Known maternal physiological, anatomical, and 
biological differences between pregnant and nonpregnant pop-
ulations, based on meta-analysis of literature data, were incor-
porated in the virtual population as reported.12 These included 
gestational weight gain, plasma protein and lipid concentration, 
individual organ/tissue volumes and blood flows, glomerular 
filtration rates, and hepatic enzyme activity changes (CYP1A2, 
2D6, and 3A). A time-varying full-PBPK model constructed in 
Matlab v. 7.10 (Mathworks, Natick, MA) (2010) was used.14 
Briefly, the PBPK model is an extension of the Simcyp 13-com-
partment full-PBPK model, by adding a lumped compartment 
to represent the placenta, fetal organs, and the amniotic fluid 
(Figure 5). Systemic clearance was considered to occur in the 
maternal liver and kidney and presystemic metabolism was 
considered to occur in both maternal small intestine and the 
liver. Key model assumptions and governing equations of the 
PBPK model are provided in Supplementary Materials and 
Methods online. The Matlab model is available for scientific 
research and can be obtained by contacting Dr Amin Rostami-
Hodjegan (amin.rostami@manchester.ac.uk).

Mean plasma AUC, Cmax, and Cmin were predicted and com-
pared with published studies in pregnant and nonpregnant 
women. MDZ and indinavir observed data were obtained 
directly from the authors. Nifedipine observed data was cap-
tured using “digitize,” a Matlab tool for digitizing images that is 
freely available on http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/. 
An arbitrary criterion for successful verification of the model 
was prediction of pregnancy-induced fold-changes in mean 
population PK parameters of the drug (i.e., AUC ratio (PP:T3), 
Cmax ratio (PP:T3), and Cmin ratio (PP:T3)) between 80% and 
125% of the observed value, i.e., 0.80≤pred/obs≤1.25.

MDZ PBPK model. Physiochemical and protein binding param-
eters (B/P ratio, fu,p), absorption (Fa, Fg), distribution (Kp, tissue-
to-plasma partition coefficient), and elimination (CLint,h,u) were 
obtained from Simcyp Population-based Simulator (version 10) 
(Simcyp, Sheffield, UK) ka (=2.5/h) was estimated (table 2) 
in the reported range of 2–4.2/h28,29 in Simcyp to match the 
absorption kinetics from selected clinical studies conducted 
in nonpregnant or postpartum subjects.4,30,31 Log Po:w (=3.1) 
was further optimized through manual sensitivity analysis in 
the range of 3.0–4.0 to match predicted Vss (=1.49 l/kg) to 
reported Vss (=1.1 l/kg)28 and to improve Cmax prediction. The 
drug-dependent parameters of MDZ are outlined in table 2.

Nifedipine PBPK model. Physiochemical and protein binding 
parameters (B/P ratio, fu,p), absorption (Fa, Fg), distribution (Kp), 
and elimination (CLint,h,u) were obtained from Simcyp (Version 
10). Log Po:w (=2.53) was optimized in the range of 2.0−3.0 
to match predicted Vss (=0.60 l/kg) to reported Vss (=0.79 l/
kg)28 and to improve Cmax prediction. ka (=1.91/h) was esti-
mated (table 2) in Simcyp to match the absorption kinetics 
from selected clinical studies conducted in nonpregnant sub-
jects.18,32–34 The drug-dependent parameters of NIF are out-
lined in table 2.

Indinavir PBPK model. Drug-specific parameters for IDV, 
including physiochemical and protein binding parameters (B/P 
ratio, fu,p), absorption (Fa, ka, Fg), were extracted from literature. 
Nonpregnant CLr of 8.6 l/h was the average literature value.19,35 
Log Po:w was optimized in Simcyp through manual sensitiv-
ity analysis in the range of 1.5–3.036 to improve Vss and Cmax 
prediction (table 1). To capture the more-than-proportional 
increase in AUC following a single p.o. dose in the dose range 
of 400 mg–800 mg in healthy volunteers, in vivo Km was esti-
mated via sensitivity analysis in Simcyp with a starting value 
of 0.1 μmol/l obtained in human liver microsomes.37 During 
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Figure 5 A schematic representation of the pregnancy physio logically 
based pharmacokinetic model (PBPK) model. The PBPK model is 
an extension of the Simcyp 13-compartment full-PBPK  model, and 
includes a lumped compartment to represent placental– fetal  organs 
including the fetus, placenta, and the amniotic fluid. Reproduced from 
Lu et al. 2012.13
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the optimization process, Vmax was adjusted accordingly so as 
to maintain a constant ratio of Vmax/Km to equal the maximum 
CLint,h,u determined in human liver microsomes.37 The drug-
dependent parameters of IDV are outlined in table 1.

Sensitivity analysis to discern site of CYP3A induction. First the 
change in intestinal bioavailability (Fg) of these drugs as a result 
of intestinal CYP3A induction in the range of 0–200% (20% 
increment per step) was predicted using either Qgut model 
or ADAM model (Supplementary Materials and Methods 
online). Then the newly obtained Fg value was incorporated into 
the pregnancy PBPK model. Subsequently, induction of hepatic 
CYP3A in the range of 0–200% (20% increment per step) and 
its impact on presystemic and systemic elimination of these 
drugs was considered in the pregnancy PBPK model.
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